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The political Action
Committee of the
Inter-Fraternity and Panhellenic
Councils and the Residence
Halls Council will interview
candidates seeking election to
the Senate Wednesday and
Thursday,
IFC will interview candidates
Wednesday evening at 6; 30 in
Room 231C of the Union. For
further information contact Cy
Stockhoff at 4372.
RHC will conduct interviews
Thursday evening. Contact
JoAnne Hall at 4464 for
further il formation.
For information on
candida! · interviews to be
conductec by The Lobo see
page 2 oi tciday's paper.
~enate

Candidates

A mandatory meeting of all
candidates for ASUNM Senate
in the upcoming elections will
be held Wednesday, Dec, 10, 9
p.m. in Room 250C of the
Urtion.

Political Science
The political science
department will sponsor a
colloquium with Wesley Gould,
Wednesday, Dec. 10 at 7:30
p.m. at the International
Center. Refreshments will be
served and all political science
majors, graduate students, and
faculty members are invited.

Latin Studies
La tin American studies
majors will meet this afternoon

to elect a representative to the
·advisory council of the Dean
of Arts and Sciences.
The meeting will be held at
4 p.m. in the .Education
Building, Room 204.

Song Fest
The annual Christmas Song
Fest Competition, sponsored by
Las Campanas, will be held
Sunday, Dec, 14.
Singing groups 'compete in
categories of men's, women's
mixed groups and sweepstakes.
The Song Fest will be held
in the Union Ballroom and
admission is free,

Quito Applications
Applications for study next
semester in UNM's Andean
Study and Research Center in
Quito, Ecuador will be
accepted until the Christmas
recess, said Robert Herron,
acting director of the area
studies center.
Further information may be
obtained from the Language
and Area Center for Latin
America, Room 126, Ortega
Hall.

Swap Shop
An Architectural Swap Shop
is being sponsored by the
student chapter of the
American Institute of Architects
this Saturday beginning at 9
a.m.
Materials to be sold or
swapped include cameras, tape
recorders, drafting equipment,
books, tools, radios, camping

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 'Te per 'vord, 20 word mini·
WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
mum ($1.40) per time run. If nd is to
160, a£tcrnoons prel'erably or mail.
run five or more consecutive daYl! with
. no changes . the rate h . .rcducod to Gc
Classified Advertising
per word and the minimum number or
lJNl\1 P.O. Box 20
words to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made in !uU prior to insertlon or adverUsement.

1)

PERSONALS

STOP in and discover a !riend]y service
station with professionalism. New car
w.nrrant.Y eervicc by mnstcr- mafntenance
procedur... Triple Gold Bond Stamps
commencing Dec. 1G. Chuck Paul (UNMl
BSs't. manager. Ray's ENCO, Lomas and
Washington. 268-!1403. 12/17
DEADLINE lor Inserting cl...,..lfied 3:30
p.m.-will go in next day's Lobo.
Sand and Sun in OLlJ TOWN is )'our
headquarters lor groovy Leather Panta,
Fringe Jn.ckcts, Fringe Vesta, and
FrimN Handbags. 243·7909.
NEED A RlDE HOME tor tho Chrlstmu
holidays? Find one with the Lobo CiaSIII•
fled Ads.
SENIOR-Be •ure to have your claM pie·
ture taken tor the :Mirage. No cbarg<>three pose!!, three prlnts. Pictures taken
at UNM Photo Ser>'ice. Call 277·5743 to
•chedule.
URGENT-need ride to Conneeticult !or
Christmas vacation. Share expemes.
842-8529 or 268-4958. 12/10
ATTENTION Elmer Fudd and Terri
Fnnk: ,our _leader is well and alive in
Denver. 12/12
TIIUNDERBIRD CONTRIRUTORS: You
m~y Pick up all written material at the
f'·blrd offir.e, rm. 158 Journalism build·
mg from now until Dec. 18th.
THUNDERBIRD ART CONTRIBUTORs:
You may pick up all art. work at rm.
205·B J oumalism building !ram now
until Dec. 18th. Rm. 205·B is open 9
a.m ....4 p.m.
DO YOU bite your nailS? Would you like
to ~top 1 A limited number of people are
being accepted in art experiment to. stop
nail biting. Under the aa•pic"" ol UNM
Psychology Dept. Call Mr. Stephen, 217·
2103 for aPJlbintment. 12/12
TWO MALE STUDENTS or married
couple to share new 3·bodroom {urnlshod
mobile home. Owner works nigh!B. Call
noon-4:00 p.m. 242·7052, 12/9
FEMALE ROOMATE wanted to share
apartment, $70 mo. Phone 248·1602.
12/15

2)

LOST & FOUND

LOS'l': Silver charm braeelet. I£ found
Please call 344-3183. Reward offered.
12/11
~'OtJND: At lJniv. Stadium a 1069 class
ring from DeWitt Clinton H.S. Owner
>r.:tY claim by contacting Conch llackctt
at .Tohnson Gym.
I,OS'fl Gold . Elgin watch. Reward; I£
found call 345·1096, 12/12
MONEY: Interested in making & so.vlng?
Contact Jo Ann Sanchez 277·5354.12/15

3)

Recruiting U

•::arnpus I:Jriefs
Senate Interviews

SERVICES

5)

FORSALE

CUDDLY SIA:MESE KITTENS, 268·8911
nfter li: 30 weekdays or on weekends.
12/11
BLACK PERSIAN' T.AMB short coat. Jn
good condition. Inquire at 242·1557.

equipment, and office supplies.
Students or faculty members
with something to sell or trade
are asked by the student
chapter to bring it to the
basement of the Architecture
Building before Fdday, Dec.
12, 8 p.m.

Historians
Three UNM history
professors will attend the
annual meeting of the
American Historical Association
Dec. 28·29, in Washington,
D.C.
The three are Frank Ikle,
chairman of the history
department, Edwin Lieuwen,
and Warren Wagar.

Hispanic Lecture
Enrique Moreno Baez,
professor of Spanish literature
at the Universidad de Santiago
de Compostela, will lecture
Wednesday night at UNM.
Baez, a visiting professor at
the University of Kansas this
year, will lecture in Spanish on
"The Architecture of Quixote."
The lecture is part of the
UNM series on Aspects of
Hispanic Culture.
A corresponding member of
the Royal Spanish Academy,
Baez holds doctoral degrees
from both Cambridge University
and the University of Madrid,
and is the author of several
books.
The lecture will bring at 8
p.m. in the Union Theater.
There is no admission charge.

Women's Club
The UNM Faculty Women's
Club will hold its 1969
Christmas Ball at 7 p.m., Dec.
10 in the Block Heritage
Ballroom of the Sheraton
· Western Skies. · · ·
·· ·

EMPL()YMENT

FEMALE VOCALIST W ANTEll. Soul.
SteadY job, good salary. Call 898-0742.
INTERESTED in saving and making
money? Call Gary Gill.,pie-243·0905.
1/14

.

Moore Business Forms-Busm~B Admm ..
istration, Liberal Arts, Accountmg
Wednesday, December 10 . . .
··\tlnntic Richfield, Hanford DJVlSIOllCl';emistry, ChE (BS, MS) • ME (BS)
Battelle Northwest-Metallurgy, Chern,
Physics ME EE, ChE, Nuc.E (BS, MS)
lloneirwell: Inc-EE ME (BS, 1118, PhD)
Central Il'l.telligencc Agency-Geography,
Geology, Acc\g, (Bachelor Level) Coll!g:
Sci EE ME Mnth., Phy$iCS, Econ, L1
er,;i Arts1, Pol.'Sci., Foreign Area Programs,
Foreign Language (BS, MS, PhD), Psy·
chology (PhD's only) MBA's
Thursday, December 11
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft-ChE, CE, EE,
ME Math./Stat., Physics, Chern., (AnalYt·
ical: Physical, Inorgnnia)
Central Intelligence Agency-Geography,
Geolo~'Y. Accounting (Bachelor level) CO!fl·
Sci EE ME, Math., Physics, Econ., L1b•
erai' Arts', Po}. Set, Fvreign _Aren l.,rograms,
Foreign Language (BS, MS, PhD) , PsY·
chology (PhD's only) MBA's,
The Northwestern Mutual Ltfe Insurance
Company-Mnrkcti_ng, :M"anagctytent. Ge4n.
Business, Er:::on., Fm., Acctg., Ltberal ,..fu..,.q,,
Graduntc Busincs.'l, Law, Insuranr.e
Lawrence Radiation Lnborvtory-EE,
Physics (BS, MS)
Friday, December 12
Lancaster School District, LancruJter,
Californin.-All Levels
Lever Brothers-Marketing, Business Ad ..
ministration (BA)
Central Intelligence Agency-Geography,
Geology, Accounting (Dnchel'!r level)
Comp. Sci., EE, ME, Mnth., Phys1cs, Econ.,
Liberal Arts, Pol. Sci., Forcisrn Area Pro·
grams, Foreign Languyngc (DS, MS,
PhD), Psychology (PhD's only) MBA's
Wilson & Company, Inc.-Business Admin,. Liberal Arta, Education (BS. BA, &
MSl
Monday, December 15
Yale Law Sohoot-Mr. Jam!!!! J,. Phelan
wants to interview students intcr~ted in
the study of law at Yale Law School.
Burroughs Wclkome &: Co.-Bus Admin.,
Libcrnl Arts, Science, Pharmncy
Monday, January 12
United States Air Force Recruiting, om.
cera Trninin~ Program-All majors
The Hartford lMurnnce Group-Business
Administration, Liberal Arta
Tuesday, Janu<li"Y 13
United State' Air Force Recruiting, om.
cera Training Program-AU mruors
Argonne National Laboraton·-Chcm.,
Math. Physics, Nuc.E, 1\IE, ChE, EE (BS,
:MS, PhD)
Pan Amt>ricnn Worl<l Airways-All mfl·
jors for full-time International Flight
Stewnrdcsscs

Wedne<Jday, Thursday, and Fdday,
January 14, 15, and 1fl, 1970
Albuquerque Publlo Schools, Albuquerque
N.M.-Ail Levels
'
Thursday, January 15, 1970
Public Schools of the District of Colum.
bia, Wash., D.C.-AII Levels
Albuquerque Public School!!, Albuquerque
N.M.-Ail Levels
'
Friday, Januat•y 16, 1970
Dallns CountY. Junior College District,
DnllruJ, TeJ<n.•-All Areas and Administrn.
tive Positions
Albuquerque Public Schools, Albuquerque
N.M.-AII Levels
'

APACA INC.
MOVING & STORAGE
Global Van Lines Agent
All Types Moving 8: Storage
Moving Is Our Only Business
For Free Estimates
Call 255·6364

'

~SPEEDIDIIV

~PHINTINII
for the

Quickest
and

lEla.st Expensive
Quality Duplicating

268·4589
Color Available

of
Monulcripls, Forms, letters, Etc.

Collapsing Casa

I

103 Dartmouth, S.E.

Complete Assortment of Frames

or

Filled Ia Your Prescription

See Your Phone Book
for

Prescription Sunglasses
24 HOUR SERVICE AVAilABLE

CAS,t:to2eTICAL
Cosey's RexaH Drvg Store
255-6329
o43t2 Lomas NE

.._.._...__..__

The Nearest Location

On Jobs Over $20.00

-----------

'Large Luneh at OKIE'S

Will Hold Conference

} Large Pizza • Large Pitcber oi Beer

!~!!!!~!.~~ !~!e. ~~~!:2=~~;~~

To Discuss l:ducation

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

2. lost & round
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous
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collegial responsibility and propriety."
Wrong Interpretation
Physics Professor John Howarth ~hlled
for the tabling motion. He said he ·was
afraid his motion could be interpreted to
mean that he was against the resolution.
He said he didn't like the idea of
"faculty members looking over each
others' shoulders."
A resolution supporting the right of
any faculty member to due process was
passed.
The resolution, introduced by
sociology Professor Gilbert Merkx, was
passed after the Kanowitz resolution was
tabled.
Due Process
Merkx's resolution reads, "The faculty
will go on record as reaffirming the right
of al! faculty members to due process in
charges against them according to faculty
rules."
Tomasson and Kanowitz introduced
their resolutions in reaction to testimony
of four faculty members before the
October meeting of the Legislative
Universities Investigating Committee. One
of the faculty members offering
testimony called for the dismissal of
several other faculty members.
A proposed faculty constitutional
amendment regarding the number of
faculty members making up a quorum
will be voted on at the next meeting.
The Faculty Policy Committee has
recommended that the number of a
quorum be changed from 25 to 100
faculty members for regular business, and
50 faculty members for approving degree
candidates.
The recommendation has been changed·
to read 7 5 faculty members will
constitute a quorum for all business,
including ap()roval of degree candidates.

al
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Consi'itution Fails
New Mexico voters rejected the
proposed constitution yesterday with an
unofficial vote of some 62,000 opposing
votes compared to about 59,000 in favor
at press time this morning.
!ll l l !lfl tl 1l m111URRmll!ml!111f!111!1J!111DIUHIIUIUI1!111BUIIUII11111!11!1!1111fll !l !l lfD!li HII!IIl

Cheerleader Case Continues
Student Court last night denied a motion to
d' m' s the complaint of Sam Johnson versus
th~ 1~hecrl~aders and continuPd the case until
ext January
n In de 11 y ng the motion to aismiss the
complaint Court Chief Justice Bill Turner ruled
"there is' some question in our mind wh~th.er
some injury has been dorte to the . plamhff
(Johnson) and to get at the facts we would
like to hear the case.
.
"At the same time we don't behave the
plaintiff's standing has been very strongly
presented and ask the plaintiff to present an
amended brief specifying" what wrongs bad
been committed .. by the cheerleadllrs in
dismissing Johnson from, the. sq'?ad,
.
. .
Ron Segel, former chmf JUStice of the Court,
who resiinted the case for the cheerleaders had
th t Johnson had. not 'belln '·'directly
?r~ue d" bay th" cheerleadel'S' action and as a
mJure
.
~
..
result he had "no standing."

4. For Rent

i

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ---TIMES STARTING----

. ENCLOS~D $ - - , - - -

gs,

Injunction Partially Lifted

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertlse~ent
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale
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Mexican·American; the Invisible a state·wide organization of
A conference which will Minority," and "Huelga." Both Mexican-American students will
explore educational films will be shown at 1:30 grow out of the conference to
opportunities for
· th e· K'tva.
continue the work of the
m
Mexican-American students will p.m.
Ed Benavidez, spokesman for conference.
be held at the University the
group sponsoring the
The University is providing
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday. conference said one of the funds for the conference, as
Antonio Chavez and major reas'ons the conference is well as meeting rooms, and
Armando Rodriguez will be being held is because room and board for those
keynote speakers. Chavez will Mexican·American students have attending. Benavidez said about
speak on "The Mexican· a higher drop·out rate than 2 00 students from otl:fer
American and Education," and other students. He said the colleges and universities will
RodriJ!Uez wiii speak on drop-out rate is twice that of attend. He said he expects 50
Saturday in the Kiva. Chavez at other students.
or more representatives from
10 a.m., and Rodriguez at 4
The conference will deal UNM.
p.m.
primarily with college students
Bena'videz, Vice President for
Rodriguez is connected! with and their problems, such as Student Affairs Harold
the U.S. Department of why so many Mexic~n· La~ender,. and ~reside;ll;tial
Education, the Mexican· Americans drop out of htgh ·Assistant Ted Martmez VISited
American Affairs Unit.
school and why those who six state campuses to generate
Stu dent panels, general graduate from high school do interest in the conference.
sessions, and films will also be not go on to college. Benavidez Students from 12 campuses will
included in the conference, The said there is a possibility that participate.
films to be shown are "The

Free Pickup & Delivery

BE SURE to ch•ck the Lost & l•'ound · CONSCIENTIOUS student. Short. resenreh
service tn the lobby ot the sun for
llllsignli1ontrt for writer. P.O. Box 351,
your !nat !t.ma.
Grants, New lltexlco 87020. 12/1»
NEED A HOLIDAY GOWN? Bring your
NEED SIIARP liOMEWORKERS wht> can
own lJaU-.ns .and mnterinl. 48·72 hour
think and type.. n.r;o per hour plus
serviM. C.all 265·3621 between 1 & 6
incentives. 296-5982, 12/15
p.m. 12/12

approx. 10 hourJ' work

Lobo photo by Pnul Wiloon

The Casa del Sol, formerly housed
atop the Union, has been moved .due to
- complaints of rain and snow m ethe
tacos. Note the awning roof.

"The Fastest Prest In the Weat"

OPENINGS on bus!Heas staff of hperi·
mental campus publication; fle'<ibie
hntu'll; variable work scilcdule. Rm. 205
Journalism Bldg,

StudentJ interested in
.mflking .. $JQQ. a wet?k .for

The faculty yesterday passed a
resolution praising the University Regents
for releasing the last issue of the New
Mexico Quarterly to subscribers, and
expressing faculty expectations that the
Quarterly be made available to the
public.
The resolution, introduced by Faculty
Policy Committee Chairman Marion
Cottrell for the Publications Committee,
reads:
"The faculty of UNM expresses its
appreciation and support of the Regents'
decision of Dec. 6 to release the final
issue of the New Mexico Quarterly.
"The reputation of the University as a
center of free learning has been restored
by the action of the Regents in this
matter.
"The faculty expects that there will
be no restrictions on public sale of the
issue."
Paragraph Added
The last paragraph was added to the
original resolution after the question was
raised as to whether or not the Regents
had authorized release of the Quarterly
to the general public.
University President Ferrel Heady, who
acts as chairman at the faculty meetings,
said the "only action taken by the
'Regents was to release the Quarterly to
subscribers." Heady said the Regents will
have to interpret their decision as to
whether or not the Quarterly will be
released to for public distribution,
He said 600·700 copies of the
Quarterly were released to those
subscribers who requested them.
Table Resolution
The fa.culty · tabled a resolution
introduced by law Professor Leo
Kanowitz which recognizes the right of a
faculty member to criticize a fellow
faculty member outside the University
community. The resolution also expressed
disapproval of the call for firing or
resignation of a faculty member by
another faculty member.
Ka~>cwitz's
resolution replaced a
resolution by sociology Professor Richard
Tomasson, which said the faculty regards
public statements of any kind calling for
the «dismissal of a fellow faculty
member to be a serious violation of

Papers Solicited

Buck1s TV Rentals

___

faculty Praises
Regents' Decision

"Institutions" magazine,
publication of the service
industry, is soliciting student
contributions for a new
column, "Students Speak Out."
A $25 payment will be
made for material used. Copy
should be limited to 500 to
1000 words and be addressed
to: Mrs. Ruth Sayler, staff
edit or, Institutions magazine,
1801 So, Prairie, Chicago,
Illinois.

Prescrlpr!ons f, Hed-Repolr service
-free Glosses Adjustment-

.,

liD

Two films on Nazi Germany
will be shown Thursday night
at 7 :30 in the Union Ballroom.
The program features "The
Triumph of the Will," a Nazi
Party documentary film, and
"Night and Fog" a 1955 film
by Alain Resnais about Hitler's
concentration camps.
Admission to the program is
50 cents.

$1.00 a day
Free Delivery, Pick Up, And Service
No Depo3il
Lower Monthly Rate

,.,..
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Nazi Films

RENT-A-TV

Need Glasses?
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MEXICO

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

1961 CURYST,ER, 4 door, automatic,
power stceritl%"; power brakes, new tires,
rea•onable offer. 243·5159 or 842-3712.
12/10

6)

TuesdaY, December.9

CALLING U

NAVY BLUE TUXEDO, double br<!l!ilted,
site 42, excellent condition. Phone 242·
2984. 12/12

CHitlSTMAS PUPPIES--8 wks., he.'llthy.
Female. MilCed breod. Will deliver Christmas day or earlier. $2.00. P.O. Box 351,
Grants, No;w Mexico, 87020. 12/15

llllll!llll!llllllllllllllll!llll!llllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!llllllll!llll!llllllllll!lllllllllll
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AWARDWlNNING, band crafted dolls o£
all kinds. Call 2GG·3043. 12/10

ENCYCtOPEDIA AMBRICANA, $90, 247·
.9742. 12/9

Recruiters rePr"'!entin,g !h.o following
companies or agencies wJll VISlt the Center
to interview candidates for positions:

n:umll!l11'llmml~l!llnlr.l1rr~m!nnool!liii!IRINI!I:n!:~!:n:~~ll!l:nnm:mu:u:r:t

Tuesday, Dee. 0
Safety Committee; Union, Room 231D;
LOTUS CORTINA. DOHC 4, dun! webers, noon
GSA: Union, Room 281A; 2:30 p.m.
rebuilt engine and transmission, radio.
AWS Consmutlonal Revision Commit.
beater. Best offer. 1344·7812.
tee: Union, Room 230: 3:30 p.m.
. Latin Americun studies majors; Eduea·
NEED EXTRA CHRISTMAS MONEY?
bon, Room 204; 4 p.m.
Sell it In tho Lobo Classified Ads.
Senate Finance Committee; Union 230;
FURNITURE: Couch• $o0 &: $8: Chairs 7:30 p.m.
Ski Club; Union Ballroom; 7 •30 p.m.
$18 &: $12; Maple Table $20; Re!riger·
Fellowship or Christian Athletes; Union,
ator ~35; Elec. Stove $35; Beds; Pool·
Ping Pong Table $60: Violin, Guitar, Room 2GOD: 9 p,m,
Wednesday, Dee. 10
T.V. $20. 298-9342. 12/B
Senate eandldate deadline for turning
LATE MODEL '68 TRIUMPH 500. in Pttitions; Union, Student; Government
$750.00. Cali 255·7121 after six. 12/10 offices; G p.m.
Senate Ce.ndidate !nterviCW!I: IFC and
1968 OPEL KADET 1500, 2 dr., excellent Panhcllenie: Union, Room 231C; 6:30.
condition, stiJl on factory warranty..
Senate; Union, Desert Room: 7 p.m.
$1,295. 277·2581. 12/10
, Political science colloquium; Interna·
t10nal Center: 7:30 p.m.
ONE PUREBRED WHIPPET female
Aspeeta of Hlspanie Culture lecture:
puppy with papers and ohotl!. $45.00. Union Theater; 8 p.m.
Call 265-~;548.
Mandatory Senate candidate meeting;
250C; 9 p.m.
TWO SPAULDING Pancho Gonzales ten- Union, RoomThursday,
Dec. 11
nl! rackef>l: one otrung \vlth tournament
Senate eandidate intcrvii!VIl!; RHC; place
gut-$16.00; one strung with heaVy duty
tim" to 1M! determined.
nylon-$7.00; aloo one omaU wooden art and
films; Union ballroom: 7:30 p.m.•
ca!l<>-$1.50. Call after 9 . p.m. daily or 50Nazi
ecnf>l.
'
aU day weekends 265·6548.

30" liOTPOIN'l' Electric Itange-larg:e
O"t/E!n, side rotisserie nnd broiler, dccpwell
cooker, large storage drnw•r. 344-0485
after 6:00 p.m. 12/12

NEW

'l'uesday, December 9, 1969
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Segel argued tl~e c~se for the cheerleaders
because of the resignation of ASUNM Attorney
General John Paterno.ster:
. •.
The . ASUNM . Const1tutu1n spectf1es that the
AttorJileY General "sha}I provid<.! . counse.l for the
Assocmted Students m all sUits aga~nst that
government." The cheerleaders are cons1dered to
be part of the ASUNM go.vernmen.t. The new
attorney geueral, when appomted, wdl, argue the
cheerleade~s case. .
.. ..
.
.. ..
,In argumg aga,mst d1sm1ssal of the ca~~· Btll
Pickens,, J?hnson s counsel, argued that .. ~urely
the plarntJff has shown he ha~ . ~een !DJUred.
Because of the . l~ose. ·-orgamzat10n of the
~heerlea~~rs constttU~IOn . ;t g?od deal of
1rtegulartt1es. and arbitrary act10ns by the
ch;,erleaders have ta~en place .
. Jo~nson was . ktcked ?ff. the squad . by a
two-thirds vote Without bemg told what he has
done." That action, Pickens said, was "arbitrar~t
d.
· ·
"
an caprtc1ous.

'
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Wednesday, Decemer 1(}~ 1969
Pt

The New Me~ico Lobo is pl•hl:s~ed
daily ev!>ry regular week of the Univer•
sity year by the Boqrd of Student Pub..
lications of the Associated Students of
the University af New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106, Subscription raie i• $7
for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on th& editorial
pages of The Lobo are those of the
outhor solely. Undgned opinion is tpot
of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily ropresento the views
of the Associated Students or of the Uni·
versify of New Mexico.

NEW

"

MEXICD
WAYNE CIDDIO

GRANT HARVEY

Editor

Managing Editor

Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
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Compliments to Faculty
Our compliments to the University
faculty for tabling a resolution
condemning four UNM .professors who
made unfortunate and -intemperate
remarks about fellow faculty members in
testimony before the Legislative
Universities Investigating Committee in
October.
We are in complete agreement with
the sentiments motivating the resolution
and we were greatly disturbed by the
corrosive effect the professors' remarks
had on the University, but we see no
point in prolonging name-calling within
t~e
University community at a time
when unity is so vital to our welfare.
The professors' comments have
obviously given rise to animosity within
the' faculty body. More importantly,
however, their comments may have
unfortunately given members of the
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investigating committee and public
observers the impression that the
sentiments expressed in their testimony
were representative of a large segment of
faculty opinion.
We certainly hope that such is not the
case and hope the investigating
committee recognized the professors'
comments as representative of only a
minority opinion.
We are confident that the personal
reactions the professors received from
their colleagues were sufficient to make
them realize that their comments did not
benefit the University in its current crisis
with the state legislature.
We se& no useful purpose behind
public and formal condemnation of the
professors and we feel their remarks
would best be forgotten and dismissed as
misdirected and inappropriate.

'You Got That Fixed Yet • . .?'

January ~Bad Month'
In National Lottery

Public Education Might Cease Existi_ng

Public education ''may be
priced out of existence" by
new state .. and .:federal~egislative
proposals said the p:reJ;ident oJ
the National Association of
·
't'
d L d
S t a t e U mvers1 1es an
an
Grant Colleges at its ,convention
in November
The con~ention, held in
Chicago Nov. 9·12, was
addressed by· representatives of
state colleges of the midwest
and ·east on "relevance" of
I egis 1at i v e pressure on
universities, and student
participation in university
governance.
The Association's apresident,
F' r.e d Harvey Harrington,
president of the University of

WASHINGTON - (CPS) - The National Selective
Service Headquarters is satisfied with the fairness of the
Dec. 1 draft lottery despite the fact that computer
checks have shown the drawing favored those born in
the first half of the year.
A Selective Service official told CPS the selection
process was made as random as possible in that capsules
containing dates were stirred with a spade before the
first one was picked, and that the picking was done by
52 people, all of whom did not pull out capsules from
the same place in the bowl.
Soon after the lottery, two college students, Brian
Reid of the University of Maryland and John Ware of
USC, were reported to have discovered, by running the
lottery results through computers, that draft officials
evidently placed the dates in the bowl in chronological
order with January at the bottom and December at the
toP,.
The figures bore them out. People born in December
had the lowest average ranking, 121. November was
close behind with an average of 149, followed by
October and September. The average January ranking
was 201, February 202, March 226, April 203 and May
208.
Reid said the draft officials fell into the same trap
many television shows do: they assumed that stirring
the contents of the bowl would ensure a random
sample. This falls short of giving everyone an equal
chance, he said.
The Selective Service official said the drawing
qualified as random under his agency's definition. He
said serving in the military is a "good experience"
anyway, so people shouldn't be upset. "We all have to
go sometime," he said.
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To the Editor:
'i'o have one's purse stolen
is a deflating experience. One
minute I was a recdgnized
member of the community and
the next I was an anonymous
disreputable woman, That I was
stupid enough to leave my
purse unguarded in the Union
is degrading, but to have it
stolen when there wasn't even
a penny in it (as usual) is
doubly humiliating.
I can't imagine what the
thief thinks of me. Imagine
going to all the trouble of
stealing the purse of an
obviously established orientated
bourgeois co-ed and finding it
empty of money and full of
sentimental keepsakes. Everyone
knows that a middle class
mornber of our society is
always rich and devoid of
feelings. I'm a failure I guess.
The supreme humiliation
came, however, when I tried to
cash a payroll cl)eck to buy a
replacement student ID and
found that lacking a piece of
paper saying who I was, I
wasn't anybody! I couldn't
even get money to buy back
my identity. Well, I have
learned that now as an
unclassified; obviously vagrant
person que to the lack of
status, . classification,
accreditation, and official
recognition I will remain a lost
soul in this world of offici11l
stampedapprovedsignedfinger·
.printed photographedlamin:ated
and documented identity. Thief

•

1

Letters are welcome, and ohould
be no longer than 250 warda typewritten, double opaeed. Name, telephone number and add..,.. muat be
included, although name wiD be
withheld UpOn requeet.

have pity on the soul you
robbed of personality and turn
my humble purse in to the
authorities at the Union, and
be a hero instead of a
disappointed depredator.
Name Withheld
By Request

Forgotten America
To the Editor:
A simple observation by a
complex youth.
The frustrations of present
society in America are not
only felt by "The Forgotten
American," but by all
participants of our society.
Of concern in this Writing is
that rebellious, oft·misunder·
stood, misquoted, college
student who is finding living in
America a trial. On trial are
his values based on history's
teachings.
Why'i Not to be mistaken,
we inherited our values, we
have not created them. Among
the inherited and cherished
virtues are several which the
U.S .. Administration is being
unfaithful to - to the point of
raping -- are justice, knowledge,
truth, and understanding.
At the · apex of youths'
problems is the war .. How can
a country continue to war, to
destroy, .. when it is fact . (Oh
Truth!) that we are at fault
with the basis for . living as
living should be. We are a
countty living and realizing a
double standard. For if value is
to be given to the virtue of ·

truth
our actions and
decisions must be based on
factual knowledge - not fears
whose basis are lack of
knowledge.
So human I y the war
continues - a polarization has
evolved and will continue to
grow. The . people who have
blind faith in the country's
foreign policy and the
rebellious young who see the
imperfections, yet are
conscripted to jeopardize their
lives by actual combat in S.E.
Asia or by refusing and thusly
being "legally" punished.
Jim Turietta

Boycott Potatoes
To the Editor:
I question the apparent
pacifism of the Roman Catholic
church as exemplified by the
Newman Center's Social Action
Committee boycott of
Honeywell and CIA interviewers
at the UNM Placement Center
today,
Maybe Honeywell does
produce "deadly anti-personal
fragmentation bombs'' as
reported by the Social ' ction
Committee in a letter tl the
editor yesterday, Maybe '·he
CIA has had an uncom 'i·.
mentary past in Southeast As1a.
But maybe this committee
should . begin . sending copies of
Pope John XXIII's "Peace on
Earth" eneyclical to their
fellow Catholics in Northern•
Ir.eland. Or maybe I'll start · a
boycott on Irish potatoes!
Dave B:tatlda

(CPS) - If "The Selling of
the President 1968" tells us
anything, it tells us that
despite the recognized need, at
the time, for a political leader
who could "bring us together,"
Richard Nixon was sold to the
American voter through a
campaign which soft-peddled
white racism and took an
ignorant public for granted.
Joe McGinniss should be
criticized only for not letting
the American people in on
some of the "behind scenes"
manipulating which resulted in
the election of Richard Nixon
as the 37 President of the
United States while they still
could do something about it
Now, in retrospect, the book
could easily be promoted as a
handbook for people who want
to know why Nixon is Nixon.
"The Selling of the President
1968" states, without
reservation, that the American
people were "sold" a bill of
goods during the Nixon
campaign. Surrounded by an
expert team of media
manipulators, Richard Nixon
won on technique rather than
substance.
When a hint of substance
did creep into the Nixon
ca~paign
it was carefully
engmeered to assure maximum
results when the voters went to
the polls - every detail was
examined and evaluated.
A commercial entitl~d
"Vietnam," which included a
series of "wounded soldier"
pictures backed with the Nixon
un onpoSI
't"IOn it on ending the
war,. w~s judged, according to
McGn~niSs, . not acceptable for
show1ng m the South and
Southwest by one of Nixon's
me,dia !fien. "His reasoning was
qUite s1mple:" states McGinniss
"A picture of a wounded
soldier was a reminder that the
Pe?ple who fight get hurt.
This, he (the aid) felt, might
cause. resentment among those
A;mer•cans who got such a big
k1c~ out of ·cheering. for wars
from their Legion balls and
barrooms half . a • World away,
. So bury the dead m silence • , ,
I'

concerns, and he wants to
understand' how the tools of
the various discip)ines can be
app]ied to the understanding
and the solution of the
problems he faces now and
·
expects to face later," M,~Gehee
said,
An all university unicameral
legislative body with equal
representation by faculty,
student and administration has
been adopted at the University
of New Hampshire.
The restructured system was
worked out by a joint
committee on governmental
organization composed of the
three parties involved, said
Stephen Jenks, assistant

professo~

of business at New

Hampshtre.
''We felt the new ;syste;m
would help dr~w the ~~·ver~tty
togethe~, provtde p~rttcipation,
and fa1r representatiOn of all
f
th
·
·t
members . 0 ,
Je :nJVers~~
communtty,
en s sat ·
''Students can. have :e~l power
because thetr op1mons on
~ou.rse.s, government of the
mst•tutton,. fac~lty and ~II par.ts
of the umverslty operatw~ w~ll
be heard and constdered, said
Bra~ford Cook,. student, .body
prestdent at New Hampsh~re..
The Problem of faCing
'thin and from
p:essures WI
• .
.
w~thout the state umverstty was
discussed by Malcolm Moos,

-pr~sHient of
M!~nesota. .

the Umverstty of
.
.
f .
Any Ul;nverslty wh~ch ears
the state da:n~1 the P~~hc can~~~
und~rs:an ~s pdro emsdWlt
actIvIsm 1s
o om e
o
· t 1'
• t
1
ttnh er.er~~c~,· JUS /~ ~ure Y t~s
e ms I u !On W IC
ears . c
s~ate cannot understand tts
~~sc.al . needs. We must be
tncreasmgly . open ;t~out our
problems Wlth activtsm, an~
o~r attempts to meet those,
sa1d Moos.
.
Moos wa:ned" c~~ventwn
delegates agamst a~t!Vls,n:,,.,that
seeks to convert umverstties, !IS
· t't t'
· t
pol'tical
1
•
.
ms .1 u 1ons, ~n o
partts;tns th~mpmg. ~or ,;his or
that 1deolog1cal posttion.
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Minister John Munro has
indicated that the Canadian
government is considering
action within months to
liberalize, and possibly abolish,
laws which ban possession and
use of marijuana.
In California, a narcotics
official said "marijuana use
pervades almost every sector of
our society," and society
should begin to treat pot under
the type of controls that exist
for alcohol.
Munro told a Canadian paper
that increasingly wiaespread use
of marijuana showed harsh
penalties were not working as a
deterrent. "If penalties were a
deterrent there wouldn't be
increasing use now," he said.
The health minister, however,
did not give any indication
that the government would
change its stiff laws against
trafficking in marijuana.
The Canadian government has
established a commission to
make an intensive study of the
drug problem, and a
preliminary report is due next
January. A final report will not
be issued until June, 1971. The
commission is staffed by men
who are recognized as experts
in their respective fields of law,
political science, psychology,
and medical research.
D r. H• B . Coltram ' 0. ntario's
supervising coroner, stated
marijuana should be legalized
and distribution controlled by a
federal government agency~:
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Canucks Might
Liberalize
Grass
(CPS)
Canadian Health

White Racism, Ignorance
~selling of· a- Preside11t'
before you blow North
Carolina."
In a still commercial a
young black soldier's face filled
the screen while Nixon was
saying . "They provide most of
the soldiers who died to keep
us free." The remark was
intended for the "forgotten
Americans" but the Nixon
manipulators decided that the
black soldier would have to go.
Later when the person
directing the still commercials
wanted to do one on Black
Capitalism he encountered
something that no one on the
Nixon staff could understand.
He had sent a photographer
out to take some appropriate
pictures!
"An hour after he started
work, the photographer called
Gene Jones and said when he
had started lining Negroes up
on the street to pose he had
been asked by a few young
men what he was doing. When
he told them he was taking
pictures for a Richard Nixon
commercial, it was suggested to
him that he remove himself
and his camera from the
vicinity. Fast."
The head engineer of the
Nixon media campaign
remarked upon hearing this
account, "Gee, isn't that
strange . . . 1 can't understand
an attitude like· that."
And so it went. The
carefully planned campaign that
won Richard Nixon a nation
and lost tho nation its dignity.
But where are the media men
now?
It is a well-known fact that
Nixon feels ill-at-ease on
television and has, at very best,
a low esteem for the printed
media. In view of the image
crisis that it would appear the
President is faced with at
present it would seem that the
men who gave the "image" life
in the first place should be
called back to give a
transfusion:
The "new" Nixon of 1969 is
rapidly . reverting to the Nixon
we all knew in 1962. His
relucta.nce to be the "man in
the arena~· for reporters over
the past month11 indicates that
his image-makers really didn't
finish their job .
•r heir " image" is · terribly
insecure about his "image."

our society economy,
·government and culture."
He argued that if we follow
this principle "society should
bear most of the cost of this
d t'
e uca IOn.
"If we require the student to
shoulder the full cost, we bring
the end of public higher
education in the American
tradition. Public education will
be priced out 'of existence,"
Harrington said.
Relevance of curriculum was
discussed by Nan E. McGehee,
director of the Honors Program
at the University of Illinois
·
"The student is demanding
the material presented to him
be related to the issues of his

Wisconsin, said public education
is "threatened by national and
state proposals that the
students be required to pay the
full costs of instruction."
"This proposal would, of
course, mark the end of public
higher education as we have
known it. We in public
education rest upon the
democratic principle that while
learning helps the individual, it
is mostly for the benefit of

Lobo Review

By PAUL IDEKER
(Book by Joe McGinniss,
Trident Press, New York $5.95)

..

Threatened By National, State Proposals

"Black men trembled
when white ladies
spoke."
If you think
You have inherited a world
Of war, poverty, injustice and prejudice,
Consider for a moment the world
Your fathers and theirs inherited.
Black boots goose-stepped across Europe,
Bringing the bloodiest war known to history.
Hunger and despair hung heavy in every home.
Beggars shuffled the streets.
Breadlines and soup kitchens stretched
From New York to Los Angeles.
Little children labored from dawn to dusk in sweat shops.
Miners, striking for minimum safety standards,
Were mowed down by bullets.
Black men trembled when white ladies spoke.
And lynchings were an acceptable form of mas.s entertainment.
One third of our nation was ill-housed, ill-fed, Ill-clothed.
This was the world that was dumped on your :l'athers.
Those who rolled up their sleeves in those days
Had but one thought in mind:
To make something better
For themselves, for you, for the country.
And they made it better.
Not perfect, God knows, but bet~er.
..
When your sons take over, may 1t be smd
You did as much.
You. Our life insurance.

...

Phoenix
Mutual

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
HAR1FORD

CONNECTICUT

Member, Thi! Phoenix Compani~s

...

'~

...
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lJ Christmas Concert
Set: at Popejoy J-lall
The UNM Choru.s, A
Cappella Chorus, Chamber
Orchestra and Brass Ensemble
will participate in the annual
Christmas concert Wednesday
(Dec. 17) at 8;15 p.m. in
Popejoy Hall,
Featured in the program are
Bach's "Magnificat," Giovanni
Gabrieli's "A Motet for Three
Choirs" and a contemporary
work for choir and brass by
Paul Fetter.
Ewald Ehly, new choral

At Albuquerque Animal Control Center

Adopt a Pet For Christmas

director at UNM this year, wiU
direct the Chorus and A
Cappella Chorus. Kurt Frederick
will conduct the Chamber
Orchestra, which will include
several faculty mo~mbers, and
James Whitlow and Wayne
Sharp will direct the Brass
Ensemble,
"Magnificat" soloists will be
Anne Jameson, soprano; Norma
Bekowies, mezzo soprano;
Susan Blatz, alto; John
Holdaway, tenor; and Robert
Spakeen, bass.
Gabrieli's "Motet" will be
sung by the Chorus divided
into three groups and
accompanied by the Brass
Ensemble.
Tickets for the program are
$1.50 for adults and 75 cents
for students.

Are you sleeping alone, and
don't like it? Do your feet get
cold because you have no foot
warmer? Are you lonely? Do
you take nocturnal walks, and
are you afraid of police
harassment?
If you are any of the above,
and lots more, adopt ~n animal
for Christmas or Hanukkah.
Think of all those poor
puppies, kittens, dogs, cats, and
sundry other animals alone and
waiting to be adopted. Think
of the companionship and love
you will receive. Go down to
the Animal Control Center at
8920 Lomas, N.E., and adopt a
little bit of love.
Eugene Hughey, manager of
the Albuquerque Animal
Control Center, said that many
of the animals are adopted
during the Christmas season.
Hughey sa.id an animal is a
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associated students boohstore
says

s

-or-aws

jurisdiction and power.
In 1929, AWS was formed
to involve women students in
campus decision making. Since
that time, the changing roles of
women on campus have made
the traditional social functions
of involving and organizing
town and campus women
completely outdated. The
modern woman student wants
"something more than coke
parties" said Assistant Dean of
Women Karen Glaser.
In
the
proposed
re-arrangement of AWS
functions, it would serve only

TEACH
A
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this Christmas
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We have a fine selection of books on the
Southwest:

Fruit Cakes

Traditional holiday fruit
cakes are being sold by
members of the UNM Home
Economics Club and Kappa
Omicron Phi, national home
economics honorary.
The cakes are packaged in
one and one-half pound size
for $2 and two pounds for
$2.50. Profits from the cake
sale will help sponsor
scholarships.
n n n u •• •• u n u u-w•-••-n-•~-••-•+

by Laura Gilpin

American Indian Painting

Lt

by Dorothy Dunn

Fl

Down the Colorado
and many others.

the

The Art of Living
For(•vet Wild: The Adirondaclls
hy Eliot Pmt{~r
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1. NEW
LOCATION
L.BLACK
BEAUTY
SHOP '
.
Ill Amherst NE
(formerly across from the University)

telephone 255-9393

• Permanent Waving

e

Hair Cutting
Hair Coloring

•

BODY WAVE _ _ $9.50
Inc. Cut., Shampoo, & Set

I Large Pizza • Large Pitcher oi Beer !

PERMANENT WAVE
Inc, Cut., Shampoo, & Set
$12.50

+•-••-w•--··-··-··-..~··-··-·ll'-111-11-11-11-11-·-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-·+

Fully Experienc(!d Operator

fcombined Priee $3.15 12·2=~~f4~-v~rl~~yday f

FAILURE

You'll never get anywhere without it.

Call 277~5'1'43 to schedule
Pictures taken at the ·
UNM Photo Service
1820 Las I1omm-:
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Nothing helps a young engineer's
career like being given a challenge.
Which is another way of saying a chance
to fail now and then. To make his own
,
mistakes.
At Western Electric we give our newly
recruited engincl'rs rcsptmsibility atmost
immediately. They make their own decisions. Learn from their own errors.
L)onJt get us wrong. We keep our

demands reasonable enough so that our
recrtdts can make their decisions at their
own pace. But our thinking is, a man
feels awfully good about even a small
decision when it's !-lis.
If you're the type who'd like •he chance
to make your own move~, sec ou1 ! ecmiter
or write College Relations, 222 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10038.
A lot of haP.! work never hurt anyone.
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The initial gift to the center
will finance the translation,
editing and publication of the
Chinese "Ching Te Chu'
an-teng Lu," an ancient Rinzai
Zen Buddhist classic by a
Chinese monk, Tao Yuan, · in
about 1004 A.D.
It contains the biographies of
1701 Zen masters from 52
generations and their dialogues.
All of the ancient Zen
"stories" known today seem to
be based on its 30 scrolls.
The translation, with a
commentary, is being done by
Professor Sohaku Ogata, Abbot
of Chotoku·in, Shokokuji
Monastery, Kyoto, Japan. Ogata
studied a year and a half at
the University of Chicago after
attending Japanese universities.

~
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We also have a large variety of childn·ns
J

·~··

·

free to
all Seniors

by Wilfred Peterson

still mrmv mon:.

Luneh at OKIE'S I

I Come to Our

UNM has established a Center
for Asian Cui tural Studies
under the direction of Dr. Paul
F. Schmidt, chairman of the
department of philosophy,
.. Estaolishmeitt' of the center
was made possible by a gift
from
an anonymous
Albuquerque woman interested
in Asian culture.
The interdisciplinary center
will encourage research,
translation, editing, publication,
and other activities related to
basic writings of Buddhist,
Taoist, Confucian, and Hindu
cultural traditions.

are now being taken for

Miscellaneous titles on stock:
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U Asian Studies
Get New ..Center

SENIOR CLASS PICTURES

by John W. Powell
J,(

111

female animals adopted from
the Animal Control Center
must be spayed, The spaying
fee is $31.20 for female dogs,
and $26 for female cats,
The nice folks down at the
center said that if an animal
looks as if it has a good
chance for adoption, they will
keep it for one week or more.
If the animal is not adopted,
the city kills it.
And if you are an animal
lover, or just a good-hearted
soul, that is not a nice
thought.

kopy karner

The Enduring Navaho

2;

N;

US Interior Department
Holds Pollution S·eminar

Pollution seminars for Water Pollution Control
students, sponsored by the Administration's (FWPCA) south
Department of the Interior will -central region will be held on
COUNTY
be held "to involve the youth the Southern Methodist
of our nation in the fight to University campus in Dallas
KDGN-BTH GRADE
prevent the contamination of Dec. 29.
our . environment," announced
INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS
Regional FWPCA officers will
secretary of the Interior Walter
be
the speakers in a program
J.
Hickel.
DECEMBER 12, 1969
designed
to involve students in
The seminar for the Federal
the ''battle to protect and
preserve our precious and
irreplaceable water resources."
said Hickel.
Any student interested in
High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No limit
attending the seminar should
special rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free
contact the office ,,f the vice
SIMMS BUILDING other locations in Win rock Center,
president for student affairs,
.
National Building & 120 Madeira NE
administration building room
161.
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students decide issues than
purely administrative decisions."
AWS received no funds from
Senate this semester, except for
a special sum allocated for
freshman orientatfon. Tnfs ···
traditionally includes a program
of speeches and a fashion
show. Rather than take the
limited funds and perform only
one function for the women
stu dents, A WS executives
decided to eliminate AWS as
the traditional social organizer
of women students. They hope
to become more of an effective
part of student government for
on campus rather than town
students. There is no longer "a
need for teas and fashion
shows," said Dean Glaser.

LANCASTER, CAliFORNIA
NORTH LOS ANGELES

T

M

as a review board comprising
of representatives from the
living units on campus and the
sorority houses. The review
board would merely serve as a
higher authority when questions
of changes in the living units
involving existing campus rules
need to be interpreted and
approved.
Dean Glaser emphasized the
importance of "learning to live
in a large group," as one
reason for the need of a
review board for changes
presented which challenge
standard University policy
involving women students. She
also said "as long as we have
regulations that men don't
have, I would far rather have

This lonely dog is one of
many animals waiting to be
adopted at the Animal Control
Center.

Death Row

AWS Re-Evaluates Position

Re-evaluating its traditional
position on campus, the
Associated Women Students
(A WS) of UNM are facing
possible changes and campus

r

Armond Seidler, chairman of the PE department, discusses
representation for women's sports councils on the Intramural
Board with Miss Janice Olsen, director of the Women's
Extramural Council, at the Board's meeting Monday.

Faces Changes in Jurisdiction, Power

America's Oldest

F,

"living thing - it needs care,
attention, food, and a place to
~leep." Sort of like people.
Hughey also said anyone who
is going to adopt an animal
must be willing to obey all
animal control laws, and
"under no circumstances allow
the animal to become a
nuisance to the neighbors."
But the animals cost money,
to off-set the city's expense for
keeping them until an owner
stumbles in.
Dogs are available for $5,
cats for $2, and anything else
that's small is $1. However, all

Patronize
Lobo Advertizers

(
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Bl.acks From WAC Schools Will Attend

BSU Holds Conference
UNM's Black Students Union
(BSU) will host ·a three·da~
confer-ence ~n campu~ this
weekend to d1SCUSS tl!Ctlc_s for
the expulsion of· Bngham
Young University from the
Western Athletic Conference.

·
'th
/onf~rence
4 or~n~ :~
reglsFr~dlOn. r1tm
258 of th~
T.h:

on. rl ay m oom
Umon and rnds ~~ Sunda-y
after a gener~ assSm y.J h
~SU ~em er o:;nize~sns~~
con erence
sal

Your
Personal
Service
Jeweler

ise men
~P.· bring jewels at

1·

GIFTS FOR HER ...
GIFTS FOR HIM

Christmastime.

!J-

b11tte••fieltl Mlllliii!IIJ

STUDENT TERMS

'II~

ARRANGED

";;"""'"'"""R!Iff!!t/11

Je11;ele1•s r-=--..

(A~<O:)
~-

OPPOSITE POPEJOY HALL

23 I 2 CENTRAl SE

your

.

.

.

thing

Any radio, TV set,
cassette or
tape recorder with
a phone jack.

...

~P.J![~!U
a precision
automatic turntable.
Complete and ready to play.

I!!!,Q!:Q!!!!,,

precision record playmg capab1hty.
Play7", 10", 12." records at 33Ya, 45, or 78 rpm. .
TheX-10 is complete with matched stereo ceram1c
cartridge diamond stylus, base and dust cover, $52.50.
· see it at your high fidelity dealer or
Write Garrard, Dept. CS589, Westbury,
New York 11590 for literature.

Garrard

British Industries Co., a division of A11net, Inc.

HI PERFORMANCE PARTS CENTER
distributors of the most
complete line of performance
equipment in New Mexico

xpecting about 90 black
:tudents from Western Athletic
Conference I sClhools, and schools
'n Colorado.
I Discussion
topics for the
conference which is to be
called 'the Black·WAC
Co.nference, will be (1) what
actions could a coalition of
black student organizations in
the WAC take to bring about
the expulsion of BYU from the
Conference, (2) what action or
actions could black athletes in
WAC take to bring about
expulsion of BYU from the
conference, (3) to what extent
does Mormon theology
concerning t h e bl ac k man
infiltrate and affect the
administrative and educational
policies at BYU, and (4) are .a
man's religious beliefs, and h1s
application to his environm~nt,
according to those behefs,
separate,
Persons wishing more
information about the
conference are asked to contact
Johnson, Barbara Brown, or
D o n
W a I t 'o n
at
the

Tacoma Students
End Strike Threat
TACOMA, Wash. - (CPS) Threats of a student strike at
the University of Puget Sound
have ended after marathon
negotiations resulted in the
creation
of
a
new
student-selected dean of
students and representation on
the university board of trustees.
In a joint statement by
trustees, admir.istrators, and a
student government ad hoc
steering committee, the
following agreement was
announced:
.
The University will commtt
itself to establish a new
fulltime office of the Dean of
Students by January 1, 1970.
Functions and duties of the
Dean of Students Office shall
be determined by the student
body in consultation with the
Administration and the Dean of
Students.
This negotiating body
recommends to the student
body that a committee of ten
students (selected by the
student body), two members of
the career teaching faculty
(selected by the. faculty), the
current vice-president and dean
of student affairs, the dean of
men, the dean of WO!llen, ?-nd
the co-ordinator of counselmg,
be established,
A call for a meeting of the
Board of Trustees shall be
issued. The proposal to change
the by-laws shall read as
follows: ·
Approximately one·third of
the trustees are to be selected
by the methods currently
employed; approximately
one-third of the trustees to be
selected by the career teaching
faculty, one-third to be selected
by the student body. These
proportions shall be maintained
on all standing committees of
the board of trustees.

on

Afro-Cultural Center at representatives had been invited
277-3712 or 2()5·6384.
to attend the conference but
Johnson said all interested · .refused saying they would n?t
persons a1·e invited to atte~d speak to any student group In
the conference, Johnson Sald the WAC.
the president of BYU and
The agenda for the
several
other BYU conference is:

t--=-:---:--;:;----:;::;-:-:;::;::::7!::=-n:-=:=:-;)~!f~-;::;:;-----...-J
Fri. 4-8 p.m. Registration, Room 258 UniQn
8-10 p.m. Film (to be announced) Room 258
Union
G
alA
bl AnthroKology 101
Sat. 9-10 a.m. ener
sserp Y'.
(
t
be
ooms o
10-12 noon. Group D1scuss10ns,
announced)
1:30-2;30 p.m. General Assembly, Anthropology
101
4 30
2:30- :
p.m. Group Discussions, (Rooms to be
·announced)
5-6 p.m. General Assembly, Anth;opology 101
8-12 Reception, Lobo Room, Umon
Sun. 10 a.m.-12 General Assembly, Anthropology 101.

WORLD NEWS

2 Pieces of Crisp Plump Chicken
Golden 8rown French Fries & Toast
HOLLEY

ONLY

7415 Menaul :-11!.

'

59(

Eat in our large dining room or: take it home
2400 Central SE Across From Campus

We111 Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340.

38c qt.

By CHARlES WOOD

Lobo Spo~;ts Editor

AFRO HAIR STYLE

& Thor. 9 A.M. to 12 P.M.

Special

sports
fortune

MEXICO LOBO

COUNTRY BARN

DELCO SHOCKS AND BATTERIES

n

NEW

INDUCTION NOTICE

e EDELBROCK e CRANE CAMS
HURST e MICKEY THOMPSON e SEGAL
BORG·WARt~ER e CYCLONE HEADERS
TRW e SCHIEFER e AIRLI~T

University Skiers Make
Best of First Flurries

BYU

Black Panthers' headquarters
CLOVIS, N.M. (UPI) - One near Watts that culminated in a
of two charges filed against a five-hour bomb and gun battle
Cannon AFB airman for his concedes the raid might not
refusal to cut his Afro·style have been the best police
haircut was dropped and a tactic.
Eleven members of the black
motion for a change bf venue militant
group battled up to
dismissed in a preliminary 300 policemen
before
hearing Monday.
surrendering.
'l'he court martial for Airman
Officers in black coveralls,
1/C August Doyle, Dallas, ge~ black baseball caps and carrying
underway Tuesday. He JS rifles entered buildings facing
charged with refusing to obey the two-story structure. Two
an order by Lt. Col. Martin J. officers wearing bullet·proof
Loftis to trim his hair.
vests and visored helmets
walked up to the front door.
RAID PANTHERS
After
identifying themselves,
CHICAGO (UPI) U.S.
they
yelled
to open the door.
Attorney General John Mitchell,
They
then
used
a battering ram
Illinois Gov. Richard B. Ogilvie
to
knock
it
open
and rushed
and Chicago Mayor Richard J.
inside.
They
were
met by
Daley have been petitioned to
shotgun
and
pistol
fire.
investigate the shooting deaths
Charles Garry, a spokesman
of two Black Panther party
for
the Panthers, said the raid
leaders in a police raid.
Leaders of the National was "part and package o~ a
Assoc1ation for
the national scheme by the var1ous
Advancement of Colored People agencies of government to
Monday requested the. destroy and commit genocide
investigation but did . not upon members of the · Black
receive an immediate response Panther party."
from any of the three officials.
Allen A. Freeman, Illinois RETURNS TO BAGHDAD
. MOSCOW (UP!) - Lt. Gen.
Deputy Attorney General, met
Monday with leaders from Ammad Shehab, chief of staff
suburban Maywood, where of the Iraqi army, returned to
Illinois Black Panther leader Baghdad Tuesday after a
F.red Hampton was' raised. The 10-day visit in the Soviet
Maywood officials demanded Union. The news agency Tass
that the state file murder said Shehab and his deleg!ltion
charges against policemen who discussed military theory and
participated in the raid last training with Soviet officers.
Thursday morning on
BEGIN TALKS
Hampton's apartment on
Chicago's West Side. Hampton,
BELGRADE (UPI) The
21, and Mark Clark, 22, a foreign ministers of Bulgaria
Peoria, IlL, Panther leader, were and Yugoslavia began two days
killed by Cook County state's of talks Tuesday in the
attorney's police in what police Yugoslav capital, the news
called a gunfight.
agency Tanjug reported. The
agency did not report the
MORE RAIDS
topics of discussion between
LOS ANGELES (UPI) - The Foreign Minister Mirko Tepavac,
leader of a police raid on a and his Bulgarian counterpart,
Ivan Bashev.
ST. LOUIS, Mo. (UPI)
Larry Swingle, chairman of the
St. Louis Peace Coalition and
an organizer of Vietnam
moratoriums here, said Tuesday
he has received a directive to
be inducted into the U.S.
Army on Thursday. "Although
I am opposed to military
conscription, I will not refuse
induction," Swingle said. "Like
many others of my generation, •
I will obey the draft laws,"

Sophomore sensation Joe
Theismann. will quarterback
Notre Dame against the Texas
Longhorns in the Cotton Bowl
on New Year's Day. About six
years ago, back in New Jersey,
Theismann quarterbacked his
Pop Warner football team
against another team which,
like Texas, had an outstanding
fullback.
The fullback's name was
John Somogyi, a 5·8
140-pound 13-year old.
Theismann led the league in
yards gained but Somogyi won
the scoring title. It's been six
years since then and Somogyi,
now a budding basketball star
at New Mexico, has grown but
two inches.
"I don't know what's wrong
with me,'' said Somogyi, "Ever
since I stopped growing back
in the eighth grade the doctors
said that I'd grow a few more
inches. They say my bones are
okay and that they can't figure
out why I stopped growing."

• • •
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Last January when the
Lobos lost to Utah at Salt
Lake City, 76-75, there were
some people who felt that
UNM might have been
"homered." Now that old cry
has been revived again from
that city in the heart of
Wasatch Range.
Stanford lost to the Utes
last week, 94·92, in a game
where Utah had 52 free throw
attempts while Stanford had
19. Utah coach Jack Gardner
called it a "fairly officiated
game" and the Stanford coach
said the officiating "was not
unfair."
Salt Lake City sports editors
disagreed, however, John
Mooney of the Salt Lahe
Tribune wrote the game "did
I it tie to discredit Utah's

position in the homer poll.' "
Hack Miller of the Deseret
News called the game a
"misadventure" and added that
he ''never saw a team
'homered' as unhandsomely" as
Stanford in the Monday night
game.

• • •

The Lobos have gotten off
to a slow start and are now
1-2. But the Lobos' woes don't
even approach that of the
disaster which is happening
over at Arizona State.
Coach Ned Wulk's Sun Devils
were upset in their opener,
76·75, by Cal Poly-Pomona and
then lost three more in a row.
With only New Mexico State
remaining on the schedule
before their Christmas
tournament, there is every
indication the Devils will be
0·5.
For the past four years,
ASU has gotten off to a sorry
start but suddenly jelled by the
time league games started. It
will probably be no different
this year.

~Very

Wed, 5-6 PM

~ ~ ~

WAC Frosh
football
FINAL STANDINGS
Won

Loot
I
3
1
UtAh
3
1
NEW MEXICO
2
2
UTEP
2
2
Wyoming•
1
2
Arizona. State
1
3
Colorndo Stnte
1
3
*Doos not include snow-onncollod game
with Colorado,

Arizona
Brigham Young

·~,.--~--~-
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ital!nr's iebge

HAIR DESIGN FOR MEN
The Natural Hair Grooming Concept
We Do Not Use Nets, laquers, Sprays,
Heat Jellies, Or Sissy Put Ons.
. . . . So When Yot•r Through Playing
Games Call For An Appointment.
255-0166
5504 Central S.E. (T Blk. East of Son Mateo}

.

Tonight's Games
Fraternity Longue No. 1
6:45

Court 1-Pl Kappa Alpha vs. Si&'nla AlIJha Epsilon
Court 2-Lambdn Chi Alpha vs. Kappa.
Sigmn

Court 3-l?hi Sigma Knppn vs. AIIJhn
Tnu Omega
Fraternity Longue No. 2
7:45

Court 1-5igma Phi Epsilon vs. Phi Delta
Theta

Court 2-Alpha Kl!ppa Lnmbda vs. Omega
Psi Phi
. ,
Court 3-Kappa. .Alpha vs. Pht Gnmmn
Delta

•

Court 4-5lgma Chi vs. Delta S1gmn

.,..
"1

Yesterday's Results

ONATE 4o, MESCALERO 31
Hnlttimc: Onnte 23, Mescalero 1D
High Swrers! Onate-:Monty Callnll•
dros 14, Tom Reichert 10. Mescalero
-Lnrry Jackson 12.

IVE YOUR FRIEND A
GIFTTHATWILL
FILL HIM WITH
CHEER
ALL YEAR LONG

Pewter Mugs
$9.95

~all

snorts

"I know the way: home
with my eyes closed."
Then you know the way too well.
Because driving an old familiar route can make you
drowsy, even if you've had plenty of sleep.
If that happens on your way home
for Chrislmas, pull ovet', take a breal<
and take two NoDoz®. It'll help you drive home
with your eyes open,
No Doz. No car should be without it.

TROPHIES

Pizza Slices 15¢

2939
Vista

Central At University

N.E.

296·7880

By ANDY GARMEZY
developing racing techniques, the fourth
It's been said the only way to become
day was set aside for time trials. At
efficient in a foreign language is to
stake were twelve free season passes at
speak it with a native of the foreign
Taos for the top dozen, as well as ·an
country. With this in mind I prepared
evaluation of where you stood against
myself for a four day weekend of skiing,
the other skiers.
where I hoped to practice my French
It was the first time that the team
with one of the French ski instructors at
was officially together on the slopes and
Taos Ski Valley. Unfortunately my
the rocks were not the only rough spots.
French proceeded no farther than . my
Team leader George Brooks stated about
skis did on the rocks, and I had to
the team's progress: "We came away
settle for developing a Texan accent
from the clinic feeling that if we can
which was prevalent over the foreign
overcome some problems the talent and
languages at Taos during Thanksgiving.
depth on the team should enable us to
Excluding the fact that the air was
have a good year.
full of Texan drawls, Taos had an
With th~ir first meet scheduled for
exceptional holiday weekend this year,
mid-Jan· ry, the team has already
both snow and money wise. With the
selected the · top six racers that will
top of the mountain reporting 41 inches,
compete for UNM. Based on the time
skiing at Thanksgiving was better than it
trials over Thanksgiving the top half
was last year during Christmas time.
dozen in order were: George Brooks, Bill
Many of the runs were closed, but it
Gooch, Henry Longmire, Kurt Felsmen,
didn't hamper beginners through experts
and Mark Wilson.
of having a variety of runs to choose
One problem that the ski team
from, each equipped with its own
members are no longer faced with is a
obstacle course of potholes and rocks.
lack of snow; having just received 18
With 41 inches you would think most of
new inches. Taos reports 28 inches at
rocks would not be visible, yet quite the
midway, with the top of the mountain
contrary was discovered as you
easily exceeding that number. With the
attempted to ski over them, and realized
large bulk of the season ahead of them,
that part of your bottoms were missing.
The UNM Ski Tean1 is hoping for a
Participating in a racing clinic over
good year. As for you skiers who have
Thanksgiving, the UNM Ski Team had
always had the desire to . learn a new
~everal members who suffered more
language, but can't afford a trip to
bottomly damage than anyone else at
France or Germany, I su~;gest Taos as an
'l'aos. After three days of practicinj:! and
excellent spot to acquire a Texan drawl.

Intramural
Schedule

OKIE'S

10¢ BEER
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Observatory

Lazorik Show

The observatory at UNM
will be open Tuesday (Dec. 16)
for people wishing to view
stars.
· Located on Yale just ·north
of Lomas, the observatory is
part of the UNM department
of physics and astronomy.
Viewing will be from 7 .to
10 p.m. Children under 12
should be accompanied by an
adult.
Parking is available in the
physics department parking lot
at Yale and Lomas.

Wayne Lazorik, instructor in
the department of art, will
open a photography show
Sunday at the Quivira Gallery,
401 Romano NW.
About 50 photographs taken
between 1963 and 1969 will
be shown through Dec. 31.

Senate Petitions
The deadline for turning in
Senate nominating petitions is
5 p.m. today. There will be a
mandatory meeting of all
candidates tonight at 9 in
Room 250C of the Union.

run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
per word and the minimum nwnber oC

PERSONALS

STOP fn and di5cover a .friendly service
station with professionalism. New car
warranty service by master maintenance

procedures. Triple Gold Bond Stamps
commencing Dec. 16. Chuck Paul (UNM)
nss't. manager. Ray's ENCO, Lomas and
Washington. 268-8403. 12/17
DEADLINE for inserting classified 3 :30
p.m.-will go in next day's Lobo.
Sand and Sun in OLD TOWN is your
hendnunrters !or groovy Leather Pants,
J.ll'inge Jackets, Fringe Vests, and

Fringe Hand))ags. 243-790~.
NEED A RIDE HOME !or the Christmas
holidays 7 Find one with the Low Classified Ads,
SENIOR-Be sure to have your class picture taken for the Mirage. No chargethree poses, three prints. Pictures taken
o.t UNM Photo Service. Call 277·5743 to
schedule.
URGENT-need ride to Connecticult for
Christmas vacation. Share expenses.
842-8529 or 268-4958. 12/10
ATTENTION Elmer Fudd nnd Terri
Funk: your leader is well and alive in
Denver, 12/12
THUNDERBIRD CONTRIBUTORS: You
may pick up all written material at the
T-hird office, rm. 158 Journalism build·
lng from now until Dee. 18th.
THUNDERBIRD ART CONTRIBUTORS:
You may pick up nil art work at rm.
205-B Joumali•m building from now
until Dec. 18th. Rm. 205·B is open 9
a.m. -4 p.m.

DO YOU bite your nailll7 Would you like
to stop 1 A limited number or people are
l)clng accepted in an experiment to stop
nail biting. Under the auspices or UNM
Peycbology Dept. Cali Mr. Stephen, 27721~3 for appointment. 12/12
FEMALE ROOMATE wanted to share
apartment, $70 mo. Phone 243·1602.
12/15
TODAY'S BOUTIQUE with yesterday's
care for guys and gals. Chameleon. 1820
Central SE. 12/16
2)
LOST & FOUND
LOST: Silver charm . bracelet. tr found
~lease call 344·3183. Rewa~d offered.
12/11
FOUND: At Unlv. Stadium a 1969 elMS
ring !rom DeWitt Clinton H.S. Owner
may claim by contacting Coach Hackett
nt Johnson Gym.
LOST: Gold Elgin wateh. Reward. I£
found eall 345-1096. 12/12
MONEY: Interested in milking & aa.vinF:?
C<Jntnot Jo Ann Sanchez 277·5354, 12/15
SERVICES

3)
llf,

SURE to check the Lost & Found
in the lobby or !.he SUB /or

t·~rvice
~·f,ur lost

items..

NEtm

A HOLIDAY GOWN? Bring :vour
patterns and material. 48•7Z hour
"ervicc. Call 265-3621 between 1 & 6
ll.>ll. 12/12
COI,LEGf; INN Barbershop: St.Yling, .reg•
ubr cul<i, ra1..or euts~ lO'Jig hair welcome.
243-0003. 12/16
-5) FORSALE
a\vn

CUDDLY SIAMESE KITTENS. 268-8911
llfter 6:30 weekdbYS or on weekends.
12/11
r:t•ACK PERSIAN LAMB short coat. In
rrood condition. Inquire at 242·1657.
LOTUS CORTlNA. DOHC 4, dual webetll,
rebuilt engin~ and, transmission, tadio,
heater. nest offer. 344-7812. .
NEED EXTRA .CHRISTMAS MONEY?
Sell it in the Lobo Classified Ads.

Foreign Car
Specialists
.
.
'

CALLING U

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
Wednesday, Dec. 10
College of Nuraing; Union, Room
231A; 2 p.m.
Student Affairs Committee; Union
Room 231B; 3:30 p.m.
Panhellenic Council; Union, Room 230;
4:30p.m.
.
Senate candidate deadline for tummg

The UNM Program of
Linguistics and Language
Pedagogy and the department
of English will sponsor a

Panhellenic; Union, Room 2310; 6 :30 p.m.
AWS Judicial Board; Union, Room 230;

WHERE: Journalism Building, Room
169, afternoons J>referably or mail.

LATE MODEL '68 TRIUMPH 600.
$750.00. Call 265-7121 after six. 12/10
1968 OPEL KADET 1500, 2 dr., excellent
condition, still on fnctory warranty.
$1,295. 277-2681. 12/10
ONE PUREBRED WHIPPET female
puppy with papers and shots. $45.00.
Call 265-6548.
TWO SPAULDING Pancho Gonzales tennis rackets: one strung with tournament
gul>-$16.00; one strung with heavy duty
nylon-$7.00; also one small wooden art
case-$1.60. Call after 9 p.m. dally or
all day weekends 266·6648.
AWARD WINNING, hand crafted dolls of
all kinds. Call 256·3043. 1::2:.:..1:.;10:..__ _
NAVY BLUE TUXEDO, dou))Je breasted,
size 42, excellent condition. Phone 242·
2984. 12/12
1961 CHRYSLER, 4 door, automatic,
power steering, power brakes, new tires,
reasonable offer. 243·5169 or 842·3712,
12/10
30" HOTPOINT Electric Range-large
oven, side rotisserie and broiler, dccpwell
cooker, large stornge drawer. 344-0485
after 5:00 p.m. 12/12
CHRISTMAS PUPPIES-8 wka., hl!a.lthy.
Female. Mixed breed. Will deliver Chr.istm8.!! day or earlier. $2.00. P.O. Box 351,
Grants, New Mexico, 87020. 12/16
1965 TRIUMPH HAROLD 1200 conver·
tible, $800, Call Donna 242-5839, 5·9
p.m. 12/16
PIANO: used Baldwin Acrosonic; bench;
mahogany cabinet; superior tone, 898·
3730. 12/16
1964 CHEVY CARRYALL, $1000; 1964
Dodge, % ton pickup, 4 speed, 8 cylinder, $750. 877-3855. 12/16
SCIENTISTS-ENGINEERS: Booka trom
the JPL Library at Cal Teeh. Ca.!!a
Grnnde Bookstore, 3110 Edith NE. 12/16
EICO 40 watt stereo amplifier, new
guarantee, $94.0D. 265·5211. 12/16
MORANTZ preamplifier, $160, Dynaco 120
amplifier $130-ooth like new, 298-0376
or 277·4447. 12/16
6)
EMPLOYMENT

Senate candidate interviews; IFC

6:30 p.m.
Senate; Un~on, Desert Room; 'I p.m.
SDS; Union, Room 231B; 7 p.m.
YSA; Union 2nd Floor; 7 p.m.
Delta Sigma· Pi Pledges; Union; Room
281A; 7 p.m.
Sandia Grotto; Union, Room 250D: 7 :30
p.m.
.
I
Political Science CoUOtiumm; ntcrnational Center; 7 :30 p.m.
Wedncaday Night Dance; Union Bnllroom; 7: 30 p.m.
Aspects of Hispanic Culture lecture;
Union Theater; 8 p.m.
Alpha Kappa. Psi; Union, Room 231D;
8 p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi; Union, Room 230; 8
p.m.
.
Mandatory senate candidate meellng;
Union, Room 260C: 9 p.m.
Thursday, Dec. 11

W GPEEDIIIIIV

~PHINTIN6

10
Division-

Lib~nl A:J~~i~~l. ~~;{g~~~:~ll'D fns."' ~~:

Chemistry, ~hEth(BSt~Jllt.ffu~g?Sdhem,
Battelle or wes E Ne E (BS MS)
Physics,
ME, lEE, EChE•M, E u(cB.S MS 'PhD)
Honerwell, ncCentral Intelligence Agency-Geography,
0 "si~ev~JonCo£l~:
Ge?]ogy, AccEtg.M(gnchp]
Sc~., EE, M • • . n. 1•t • 1 Y ' -p ' ms
ern! ~rts. Pol. Sea., ~~s'g'ifsr•'PhDlgr'PsY~
ForeJgn Lang~ngc 1 ) · MnA.~~
'
chology (PhD s on Y
11

Wilson & Company, Inc,-Bnsmeso Admin Liberal Arts, Education (BS. BA, &
MS)
Monday Dc>cember 15
Y!lle Law Schooi-Mr. Jam~ L. Phelan
nts to interview students mterested in
tl,~ study of law at Yale Lnw School. .
BurrQughs Wellcome & Co.-Bus Admm.,
Liberal Art.~. Science, Pharmacy

Pratt & Whitney Ahar~rnf~hE, (Ar:ntye:

United States Air Force Recruiting, Offi-

1

•

•

Thursday, ~ecember

'

CE EE

em.,

~baD)~' Psychology (PhD's only) ,MBA's

cere Training Program-All majors

ern! Arts, Pol. Soi., Foreign Area Programs,
Foreign Language (BS, MS, PhD), Psychology (PhD's only) MBA's
Th~ Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance
Company-:Marketing, Mannge'!'ent, Gen.

United States A1r Force Recr'!•tmg, Offi·
cers Training Program-All mRJO!'B Ch
Argonne National Laboratory- em.,
Math, Physics, Nuc.E, ME, ChE, EE IBS,
MS, PhD) .
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Lancaster School D~strict, Lnncaater,
California-All Levels .
.
Lever Brothers-Marketmg, Busmess Administration
(BA)
Central Intelligence
Agency-Geography,
Geology, Accounting (Bachelor level)
APACA INC.
MOVING & STORAGE
Global Van Lines Agent
All Types Moving & Storage
Moving Is Our Only Business
For Free Estimates
Call 255·6864
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January 14, 16, and 16, 1970
Albuquerque Pu.blic Schoola, Albuquerque,
N.M.-Ail Levels
Thursday January 16, 1970
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WashSchools
D c-All
Levels
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Buck's TV Rentals

Free Estimates

Thursday, December 11, 1969

and time to be determined.
Nazi Fllms; Union Ballroom; 7:30 p.m.;
50 cents,
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'Mormon Racism' Topic of Debate
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College Dropouts Usually Bland Students
~• .,
By SUE MAJOR
It was found Spanish·surnametl
'l'he report stated a student's ability
"The Invisible Student," a report on
students made '.!):! 12.4 percent cf the
pl'ediction will come true, you're
"can account for college success or
the dropout problem at UNM,
total class, the t<.)port said.
saying. it will come true if you don't
failui.'e in very gross terms, but
A' questionnaire was sent to
suggested the trpical UNM student is
do anything to change it."
non-intellective
and often unmeasured
neither the "all-American type" nor
approximately 25 percent of the total
Parental Pressure
factors . have a greatt'r influence on a
the "pacifist and activist type," but
class "accurately representing the
Answe.rs
to the questionnaires.
student's performance .. ,
rather the student who attends college
entire population,'' the report said.
indicated "from the point of view of
The preface to the report stated it
for one or two years and then drops
At. the time of the report,
the students strong parental pressures
is
intended "as the first phase of an
exist to pursue a collegiate experir.nce.
out.
questionnaires had beom returned by
attem);lt to dis cover patterns of
The report, released in May, 1969,
59 percent of the sample group.
This raises the question of whether
abilities
and value systenw" which
was prepared by the University
"In this study those who were no
enrollment in college is the result of
College and Counseling Center.
longer in attendance five years after Would · explain the high dropout rate
a student's internal desire and
and identify students who might be
The study said there has been a
they enrolled as beginning freshmen
commitment to an educationai
potential dropouts .
continual rise in ability on the part
were defined as dropouts," the report
experience, or whether his enrollment
Huber said if a pattern can be
of entering f~eshtnen since 1957, but
explained.
is the result of strong external
pressures without regard for the
. this "has not been met by a
"Gross data accumulated a:n the found between dropouts and
non·dro:ovuts, it will be possible "to
student's felt needs," the report
comparable increase in transfers to
entering · freshmen class of 1963 at
predict
at
a
high
level
who
are
stated.
degree colleges or in the percentage of
UNM demonstrated that 47 percent of
potential dropouts,"
Responses also indicated "students
students who graduate from UNM."
the students dropped out of college in
"We
would
not
use
it
for
admission
seek
individualized assistance in getting ·
Study Group
their early semesters in attenda:-tce,
purposes, but use it like the ACT
to know themselves better. They seek
The entering fresh.men class of 1963
and few continued their educatioh at
tests to _c;!!.an_ge _th.ese -.things. we, ..b.elp ir- a~cr.taining-their --v'<rnmUiiar-;-~---+..:.::::.;.~;;.~;;:.~~rl·r7i:ull~·;;r· 'I'he_anoth!tl;_College_ five yeafs after "initial ~·would
at least be able to tell the
and social problems. They also feel a
,...
ent --Wall
enrollment. An additional 20 percent
students
what
to
work
on,
the
same
need for assistance in overcomin(!
categorized as "Spanish" or "Other"
drop out of degree-granting colleges,"
&s we do in intellectual areas," said
weaknesses i 11 academic skills relating
by two Spanlsh•speaking students, and
the report said.
Huber. "You're not saying the
Continued on page 8
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Art Show

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words) ·
5¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive titnes
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

ENCLOSED$_ _ __

Discussion involving the Benavidez challenged Miss of the athletic card to
Brigham Young University Whitings' views, and said, part-time students should be
!'
(BYU), Western Athletic "Being the only member of the reduced by an amount directly
Conference (WAC) issue, and committee of Mexican-American proportional to the fraction of
the inequity between part·ttiinml!PL..Jd:lJr:Js:.cc:ee.!ll'l.tt-ilila.l~NI-Ie!'l·;,.,-]rvdi1e~xcii:ccoo"'i'I"""!:lt:iin~o~wr..,.iuiiTIJI::j.tfrimiliie;=:tuition and fees that
and full-time student athletic how it feels to be prejudiced the student has already paid."
fees were the major topics against." He further stated that
Vice President for Student
during the Student Affairs Mormon, BYU policy "should Affairs Harold Lavender said if
Committee (SAC) meeting last be called racism, that's just a student is taking nine credit
night.
what it is." The question of hours
and
has
paid
Resolution No. 7, concerning BYU as the only religous
three-fourths of regular tuition
UNM and BYU relations, was school in a public school and fees (some of which go to
debated among members of the conference was also discussed.
the athletic program), 'i!Je
committee.
Resolution No. 7 was
should be required to make up
The resolution states that defeated by a vote of seven to
only one-fourth of the athletic
Brigham Young University is a two. Immediately after its
card fee. To prevent a person
religious-oriented and not a defeat, another resolution was fr 0 m tak1'ng one ho· ur to ·
secularly oriented institution, proposed by Benavidez asking procure an athletic card, any
d
thl t
d for immediate withdrawal of
student taking less than six
f
I .
an
a e es P aymg or an
BYU from the WAC, and
credit hours would be referred
signingaware
a contract
with UNM
to Lavender. He would make
are
that BYU
is a severance of UNM-BYU
member of WAC. It says relations. This proposal was
the decision as to whether the
further that "the withdrawal of also defeated by a vote of
student was eligible for a card.
BYU or UNM from WAC eight• to one.
The price of the athletic
A proposal advocating
cards has not been determined.
would
not racism."
solve the problem proportional fees for athletic
Part-time students would retain
of
Mormon
cards by part-time and full·time
the option of buying the card
The resolution urges the students was next on the
or not. Full-time student.~ are
"continued membership and agenda.
now required to buy an
participation of BYU and the
The proposal contends that
athletic card, and its cost is
continued membership and "since part-time students who
included in tuition and fee.~.
Lobo photo by Chester Painter participation of UNM" in the hold athletic cards are likely to use
The proposal was passed on
This sketch, called "Still Life WAC.
them as much as full-time
the condition that the SAC
Valerie Whiting, a committee students, they should contribute
would consult with the ::!'i.ce
with Birdcage," by Robert M.
president for business 'and
Ellis, is currently on display in member, introduced the equal amounts to the
finance to determine a new
the UNM Museum in Popejoy resolution and defended it maintenance of the programs
Hall.
contending that "freedom of covered by the athletic card."
cost per·semester of an athletic
religion" is the issue. Ed It further states that "the cost
card.
•..~

David Hemmings ·Joanna Pettet in

CLASSIFICATIONS:
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5. For Sale
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'

"The Fastest Press In the West"

265-5901

'During the YAF's counter
moratorium efforts, the New
Moratorium Coalition plans to
hold a "People's Festival" at
UNM comprising of a teach·in
at the Union. Workshops and
discussion sessions accompanied
by folk and rock music are
planning coalition activities.
Subjects ranging from "How
to beat the draft" to
"Women's Liberation" are
planned for the agenda.
At 6:30 Saturday night, the
moratorium coalition plans to
begin activities with a film and
discussion sessions,
An open stage on the second
floor of the Union will be
available to musiCians for a
"cultural wind-up" after the
discussions, said a coalition
news release.

Vol. 73

Manuscripts, Forms, tellers, Etc.

The Nearest location

American students do not favor
U.S. defeat."

MEXICO

268-4589
Color Available

INSERT THE FOlLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ---TIMES STARTING _ __

of

Two student groups holding
conflicting views on Vietnam war, and the negative attitude
war policy plan activities for of Hanoi in working out a
the
December 13·14 peaceful settlement of the
conflict," the "Tell It To
Moratorium.
Hanoi"
petition will ask
The
New Moratorium
support
of several points
Coalition and the Young
advocated
by the U.S.
Americans for Freedom (YAF)
government,
eaid
the release.
will each sponsor campu~
The
points
are,
(Vietcong)
activities expressing their
renouncement of military
differing political viewpoints,
The Y AF plans to circulate victory in the South, an
"counter offensive" petitions in agreement to negotiate a cease
their "Alternative Weekend" fire under international
efforts to implement a supervision; an agreement to
"counter moratorium offensive" · free elections in South Vietnam
said a YAF news release. The under international direction
"Tell It To Hanoi" petitions to and a declaration of the intent
be circulated in New Mexico . to abide by the election results
on Dec, 13 and 14, will and support the right of South
Vietnam to determine its own
tentatively be signed by political
future.
Governor David F. Cargo
New
Mexico
YAF Chairman
before general circulation on
Brad Cates said the petition
state campuses.
Emphasising what "President will serve to "demonstrate to
Nixon has done to end the the American people and to
H11noi, that the majority of

NEW

$1,oo n day
Free Pick Up And Service
NoMonthlv
DepositRate
Lower
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For Dec. Moratorium

Pan Amer1cnn World Atrways-All !JlRjors for full-tim,e International Fhght
Stewardesses

'

.Repair & Maintenance
On All Foreign Cars
Over 100 yrs. Combined
Experience

Announce Acti~ities

Monday, January 12

ic•J.it~~t¥~¥.1f~~':c~n~~ency.-Geography,

Geology, Accounting (Bachelor level) Cop1.
Sci., EE, ME, Math., Physica, Econ., Lab..

Two Student Groups

"

TERMS~ Payment must be mode in full prior to insertion of advertisement

for the

Quality
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Paving Conference; Union, Theater; 9: 15
a.m.
Senate candidate interviews; IUIC: place

FEMALE VOCALIST WANTED. Soul.
Steady job, good salary. Call 898-0742.
INTERESTED hi saving ond making
money? Call Gary Glllespie-243-0995.
1/14
OPENINGS on bustn..,s stafl' of experi·
mental campus :Publication: flexible
hours: variable work schedule. Rm. 206
Journnll•m Bldg,
CONSCIENTIOUS student. Short research
a.ssignmcnta for writer.. P.O. Box 3Gl,
Grnnts, New Mexico 87020. 12/15
NEED SlrARP HOMEWORKERS who can
think and type. $1.60 per hour plun
incentives. 206·5982. 12/15

LOBO CLASSIFIED ADS

and

to interview cnndidntes for positions:
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Comp. Sci., EE, ME, Math., J,'hya1ca, Econ.,
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ME, Math./Stat., P ys~cs,

in nominating petitions; Union, Student
Government offices; 6 p.m.

Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
words to .10.
Al))uquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Pa)'IIlent must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement.
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Literature Lecture

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. If Rd is to

lecture by Owen Thomas
Thursday at 8 . p,m, in the
Kiva. Thomas, a professor of
English at Indiana Ut:~iversity,
will speak on "Language and
Literature: Kenneth Burke's
Act-Agency Ratio."

Campus Copout
Navajo House of Coronado
Dorm will sponsor a speech by
psychology professor Alan
Frank on "Psychological
Copout on Campus" Thursday
night at 8 in the Coronado
Dorm lobby.

I

Recruiting U

Recruiters representi'!g ~h.e followinK
companies or ngencies wlll VlBlt ~he Center

